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Your waste can generate money
Piyush Mishra
Ahmedabad: Do you know that the waste you throw away every morning can give you money? Two simple steps
and your domestic waste can be of some value. You need to segregate waste at your end into dry and wet waste.
After the waste is divided, call the scrap dealer and give away your waste. You will not only earn but in the
process, help save the environment too.
Around 40000 female waste pickers collect waste from door-to-door every morning, sort the dry waste and
collectively sell it. Every worker earns from Rs 300-500 every week.
It was an unorganized business until Sewa (Self Employed Women’s Association) stepped in and worked on
this model. Every waste item has a price (see the box) and every waste picker gets her due. The same model can
be applied at a domestic level. The waste newspaper is of Rs 6/ kg, unused clothes in the house can be of Rs
10/kg and so on. Either you can spend some time, sort the waste, sell it and make some money or you can give it
to the waste picker. What looks like waste to you, can be somebody’s livelihood.
Manjulaben, who has been collecting waste from shops on Gandhi road for years, says, “During Diwali and also
in the month of March, we work for whole nights and earn as much as Rs 500/day”. Sewa with its strong female
workforce of waste pickers has been working towards waste Management for decades. Now, even citizens have
started taking initiative at their own level. Residents of Goyal Complex in Vastrapur led by Seema Chandra,
pursuing M Tech at Cept University, have started apilot project in their complex.
Total of 40 households are involved in the project. Each house has been given two dustbins to dump dry and
wet waste separately. After the waste is collected from all the houses, wet waste directly goes into the mix waste
in the AMC dustbin. The dry waste is then segregated into paper, glass and plastic waste in different dustbins.
This segregated dry waste is sold to the scrap dealer at the end of the week. ‘It is the undivided waste that causes
a lot of diseases and affects the environment in general, so why not divide and sell?’, said Seema who is working
on a thesis, ‘Zero Waste Management’.
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